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Times.

PRESIDENT’S COLUMN

Well, where do we go
from here? It wasn’t
the end of the world,
but it is a new beginning. Due to COVID-19,
we’ve learned a lot
about how we interact,
work, and even live. We may have missed
a few events, celebrated a few stale birthdays, or felt trapped within our homes,
but our actions may have greatly helped
individuals we know and those we do not.
While separated six feet, we realized we
can still be personable, still bring joy, and
still show support. We all transitioned
to new environments and experiences,
whether working from home to slow the
threat or putting ourselves on the front
lines to aid those ill or in need. We have
seen how old ways may need to be put
in the past and how rapidly changing
technology will greatly effect how we live
and work for the best.
I question how this will impact our role
as architects. Previously, we wrote how
sustainability is the future but part of that
effort encompasses health, safety, and
welfare. In the coming months, we will
start to re-examine the built environment and how we can provide positive
experiences utilizing the lessons we have
learned while social distancing and fighting an invisible foe. It is not the time to
further separate people but a time to bring
people together in new and creative ways.
While the answers may not come immediately, it is yet again our responsibility
to use design and creativity to solve the
riddles and provide a path. I look forward
to how we will all continue to inspire and
engage the world around us.
Matthew A. Fink, AIA
ALNNJ President 2020

New Members
ALNNJ is pleased to welcome the
following New Members:
Joseph Cestaro, AIA
Mike Chiappa, Assoc. AIA
Shamima Chowdhury, Assoc. AIA
Dante Cosentino, Assoc. AIA
Matthew DiMarco, Assoc. AIA
Peter Dito, AIA
Eli Dresler, Assoc. AIA
Mahmoud Eladly, Assoc. AIA
Mohammad Haque, Assoc. AIA
Richard Koszeghy, AIA
Zeynep Kurt, Assoc. AIA
Elizabeth Leeds, AIA
Thaisha Nicolas, Assoc. AIA
James Palumbo, Assoc. AIA
Olivia Szymkowski, Assoc. AIA
Vladislava Turbina, Assoc. AIA
The Architects League looks forward
to your involvement and participation.
Please introduce yourself at the next live
meeting or event.

IN MEMORIAM

Virgil William “Bill” Murrell

the architects league
of northern new jersey
MATTHEW A. FINK, AIA
president
CHRISTOPHER A. HENRICKSON, AIA
president-elect
WILLIAM J. MARTIN, AIA
first vice president
CHRIS DOUGHERTY, AIA
second vice president
RUCHI DHAR, AIA
secretary
RYAN MORAN, AIA
treasurer
TODD HAUSE, AIA
past president
trustees 2020
ERIC LAM, AIA
STEVEN B. LAZARUS, AIA
FAY W. LOGAN, AIA
BRYAN PENNINGTON, AIA
trustees 2021
ALBERTO ABREUS, AIA
JOSEPH E. DAVID, AIA
CHERYL FOTHERGILL, ASSOC. AIA
FABIAN KARCIC, AIA
trustees 2022
CHRISTOPHER BRAND, AIA
CECILIA CANO, ASSOC. AIA
ANNA CHANG, ASSOC. AIA
SEAN J. VAN, AIA

January 18, 1947 – May 7, 2020
Bill Murrell, founder of Murrell Tensile
Works of Washington Township,
passed away on May 7, 2020 at his
home in Naples, FL. He was a pioneer
of tensile structures and was a
respected lecturer for the Industrial
Fabric Association International as
well as the AIA. Notable works include
SummerStage in New York’s Central
Park and Baltimore Harbor Light. He
was active in the Garden State Ski
Club, and the Unitarian Society of
Ridgewood.

Leagueline
Leagueline is also available online:
www.alnnj.org
newsletter committee
ANTHONY IOVINO, AIA
director / editor
aiovino@aiarchs.com
FAY WILLIAM LOGAN, AIA
director / editor / advertising coordinator
faywlogan.aia@gmail.com
PAUL S. BRYAN, AIA
director / editor
psbryan@warwick.net
TODD HAUSE, AIA
director / editor
toddhause@earthlink.net
STEVEN B. LAZARUS, AIA
director / editor
steven@axis-ag.com
ERIC LAM, AIA
director / editor
eric.lam@redwoodsdsa.com
D. BRUCE ZAHOR
ZAHOR DESIGN OFFICE INC.
graphic design & project management
www.zahordesign.com
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On March 21st, 2020, life went on pause for all except the New Jerseyans who are essential

front-line workers. Schools and all non-essentials businesses throughout the state were
closed due to the stay-at-home order as a result of COVID-19. Nobody was prepared for the
changes in how we handle life in the weeks and months to come. Overnight, we transitioned
our normal lives into the virtual world - kids were in school via Google Classroom and the like,
Zoom quickly became the meeting room (and “off-hours” gatherings) of choice, and for many
office workers, any part of the home with good Wi-Fi had been commandeered as a makeshift office. This pandemic has a tremendous and profound impact on every single person on
this planet to say the least. Still, many health experts say this is far from over, and the prediction
is that the second wave will arrive just when the next academic year begins. If we learn anything from the 1918 flu pandemic, we can expect the worst is yet to come. Let us hope that is
not the case now that we have the help from advanced science and technology.
For the past few years, many architects and their firms have embraced off-site technology, namely the “cloud” or cloud computing,
to untether themselves from their desks in order to perform work efficiently from the field. Some of us present projects to clients via
virtual reality while others meet with government officials through video conferences to obtain project approvals. Already, many of us
are no strangers to technology and within weeks of the quarantine we realized that we could serve our clients remotely on a regular
basis. What is hard, however, is the nature of what we do requires a high level of communication, collaboration, and coordination with
our team. Members of medium and large firms may find the isolation aspect difficult to get used to. Smaller practices, however, may
feel the least impact on how they work.
Regardless, many architects are in the same boat
as far as the future is concerned. Will the projects
that went on hold restart once the restrictions are
lifted? Will the clients cancel the projects due to
lack of funding? What are the changes that will
impact the way we conduct our businesses due to
social distancing or other health related protocols?
These are just some of the questions many of us
are asking but the most important question is
“what are we learning from this pandemic that
would allow us to better serve our clients
and the society at large”?
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Leagueline reached out to ALNNJ members to learn
how they are doing since the stay-at-home order mandated by
Governor Phil Murphy. We asked our members the following
questions and are grateful to receive their feedback. Here
are the questions and the responses we received.
1. What are the challenges and lessons learned in your
practice since your stay-at-home order?
2. What are the issues and concerns that will affect your
practice going forward?
3. What are some of the activities (e.g. hobbies, personal
projects, new routines, etc.) that you are doing or picking up?

Leo Malkin, ALNNJ Allied Member
1. Being a startup business has its own set of challenges. I have had to learn
a lot about marketing website design and search engine optimization while I
search for clients and see who needs a Revit and AutoCAD trainer. I have also
been taking the time to examine the services that I offer, and I’ve expanded it
out to offering advising on disability architecture. I have been working at home
since 2009 in one business form or another, this is nothing new to me.
2. The ability to have meetings and provide training online that is engaging to
the student and to the client has always been a concern for me. And my biggest
concern is firms have less money at this point to spend on training and consultations with other people. Keeping a business alive in that kind of environment,
especially when your startup is a very out of the frying pan into the fire kind of
situation, isn’t easy.

Peter Cooper, AIA, C.L.A.
1. Payments on invoices are erratic, some non-payments and no response
to requests. I am firming up policy– no drawings released without payment,
a portion of retainer to be held to the last payment.
Employee furloughed, some new work, uncertainty about when to rehire,
and pursue loan programs.
Remote work at home for me is a challenge without proper computer equipment to run efficiently. Don’t want to invest, as the future is unknown.
Staying focused is an issue without imminent deadlines.
2. New client/work dilemmas. Under what conditions and social distancing to
take on new work which requires meeting in people’s homes, and measuring
their houses?
I am directing clients to have no one in the house during the measure, wait
for nice day, doors open, lights on, and windows open.
Concerns- uncertainty about future, both work and lifestyle.
3. Walks, runs, TKD, movies, reading, tennis (until a couple of weeks ago),
more time connecting with friends, oil painting, learning new software
program. Social meetings on Zoom.

3. I’ve taken the time to do some personal learning in Autodesk Revit with
family modeling and components that are in place and special requests by
my students such as design options, roof massing, schedules and creating
construction documents. Outside of work, my time is spent managing my ALS
making sure I don’t fall out of my wheelchair, and finding new treatments that
can help me manage the disease and/or cure it. Since I’m more susceptible
than most people to the COVID-19 virus I haven’t left my apartment complex
in over a month and a half.

Steven B. Lazarus, AIA
1. The first challenge was for the office
to have a platform for all workers to
retrieve the work from. Once that was
established, communication between the
partners and the staff was much smoother.
The next issue was client interaction: How
to keep the job and keep it moving. We
discovered that clients were very
cooperative, so we had them send pictures
and crude sketches of their project. We
were able to piece the projects together
and complete them.
2. The first concern was money, Axis had
enough money to pay our staff for two pay
periods along with critical bills. We applied
for the Payroll Protection Plan on the first go
around but we were not selected. On the
second reissue we were successful. This
allows us to continue for 8 more weeks.
The other concern was jobs that were canceled. We are hoping that the client
intends to pick up the jobs once allowed.
3. I am still going to work so nothing has changed for me.
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Kevin Brown, AIA

Joseph J. Bruno, AIA

1. We’ve learned that working from home is a lot easier than imagined – it
was mostly a matter of getting over inertia.
The biggest challenge is keeping track of staff and their work, since it’s quite
natural when we’re just around each other, but it requires specific efforts when
everyone is remote.

I am fortunately working just as I was before the stay at home order was
issued. I have a home based office (in a separate building that was a horse barn
built in 1886). The only thing that has changed is the lack of face to face meetings (not really liking that too much). I had my first Zoom Zoning Board meeting
for a project in Morristown. It went very smoothly and I am looking forward to
another during the month of May. While I prefer the in- person Board meetings,
as they allow for a more accurate “read” of the Board members during the
proceedings, the Zoom meeting eliminates travel time and frankly seems to put
everyone at ease. This I find to be a great positive.

2. Most of our work has been hospitality - hotels, F&B - so we may need
to account for changes to standards and operating procedures concerning
hygiene and social distancing. Changes in travel and dining habits, and shifting
priorities may affect business generally. There has only been passing discussion of such topics so far – nothing certain, and no telling how wide-spread or
long-lasting such changes may be.
3. Yard work/gardening. Quarantine couldn’t have come at a better time in
that respect!
Some of the members also wrote to us about their thoughts and experience
during the pandemic…

Anthony Iovino, AIA

Richard Bettini, B.Arch., M. Arch., M.Ed., Associate AIA
Since this COVID-19 Pandemic has started and everyone is sheltered in place,
I had decided to do a very detailed project in a computer aided drawing format.
And, since I am a licensed AutoDesk Instructor what better way to keep my
skill set up but to produce something of value for my condo community, Independence Harbor. My Condominium Management staff and Board had a wish
list which included the underground parking schematic of our condo community.
Our complex had no known drawing on file and it was felt that such a drawing
would be very useful especially with all of the renovation going on in the site.
So six weeks ago I started on this grand project. My very first task was to
measure up the existing conditions, which in this case was rather easy. This
site is located on a pier which goes out into the Hudson River and, since it was
originally a Ford factory, it was built on a set of steel columned bays. After
laser measuring the span of each bay, I began the arduous tasks of locating all
the parking spaces. I have found that the most tedious aspect of the project
is the numbering of each parking space. So far there are 809 interior parking
spaces with an additional 150 on the outer sections of the North and South
pier. I am still working on the parking space numbers.

The challenge as a business owner is to find a way to keep projects moving
forward by convincing clients it’s OK to continue and orchestrating the workflow with our staff. We are always looking for new opportunities but for the
foreseeable future we will have to apply more of an effort. The goal is to keep
everyone employed and to afford interns so that the next generation is not
discouraged by our profession.
Having been through several disruptions in our 28 years of business we understand that it is important to be financially sound. To survive the tough times you
need to be preparing in the good times.
Workplace environments in general, not just our practice, will need to take a
hard look at remote working and social distancing. Efficiency and motivation is
a major concern for any company and its employees. Many issues will need to
be resolved as we face the next few months including…How will people feel
comfortable in an office? How to deal with shared spaces such as a lunchroom
or bathrooms? Is the data secure when working remotely?
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For emerging professionals, online platforms, tools, and resources are provided
for people who need them, and in firms that are working online, young professionals are still able to get mentoring from the experienced. Online classes are
going on, so study can continue. While online product seminars are abundant,
I’d personally like to have more design-focused seminars available for viewing.
This pandemic accelerated all our future technology plans, and the internet
became a way for people to find help and ask if they needed it. However, we do
not design buildings for the virtual world, but rather the physical world, things
are still going to end up outside of our monitor which we must be there and see.

Paul S. Bryan, AIA, CDT, LEED AP BD+C, NCARB
I am an administrator for “Good Ol’ Haskell”, a Facebook group that discusses
the history of the neighborhoods in Wanaque, New Jersey, where I grew up.
While staying at home with not much to do, I thought I’d start posting one old
photo each day and ask group members to identify the location. Most of the
photos are over 90 years old, and feature places that are no longer in existence.
It’s proven quite popular with the group, with one post garnering up to 260
comments in just a matter of hours! It’s been a pleasure getting to know, or
reconnect with, people from my hometown, and in the process, share some
history and appreciation of the vernacular architecture in the area.
Anna Chang, Associate AIA
People have been staying at home for about two months now – some of us
might start to get used to working online, some might still miss the good old
days when we were allowed to talk face to face (like me). Architects are one
of the most tech-sensitive groups, and unlike years ago, we can now do our job
remotely and exchange information online on a real-time basis. From this point
of view, we are way luckier than people in the past; although there are still
many challenges – physically, mentally, financially – people are working hard
to make things work.

COVID-19:
What About
My Insurance?

At this moment, it is very
important to stay in touch
with others – especially in
our profession. Generally,
people say it is easier to
make connections online,
however, for some people
like me who are more
“mentally indoor”, we need
a lot of courage to contact
people when we are not
seeing each other physically. Online does not make
people want to communicate more; in fact, because
of the online environment,
people are more likely to
keep themselves away from
others, and they may or
may not realize that.
So, in this situation, it is the best time to practice how to put yourself back
into the community – and to bring others into this community. It is not only
for people who are already part of a group, but also people who may have
previously left, or people who have never been here. We need to get back to
AIA, to EPiC, or even just back to our colleagues in our firm. When people only
talk about the working process, then there is no bonding. EPiC shall regroup and
become a community where we know we can ask for advice, share information,
inspire and encourage each other. If there is someone we can think of, now is
the time to invite them to the group. If we are the one who has been outside of
the group, I think now is also the time to challenge ourselves, let us get back
together with others. After all, we are designing for people, we are building for
people, then how can we cut ourselves out from others?

The COVID-19 pandemic has changed nearly everything in our lives and in
architectural practice. There are some resulting insurance issues that are
important to consider and address.
Taking Charge of Your Insurance Premiums
Professional liability policies are priced as a percentage of revenue. Given the
current situation which may result in less business for your architecture firm,
if you can show expected reduced revenue from your original estimates, then
you should approach your agent to request re-pricing of your policy to reflect
the lower revenue projections – and thereby, lower your premium payment.
Architects must make the request themselves because these policies are
generally not subject to an audit of revenue at the end of the policy period.
In addition, there may be another way for an architect to lower premium
payments – if there have been staff cutbacks of salary, hours, and/or employees. Architects in this situation can make a similar request of their Workers
Compensation insurers whose premium is a function of payroll. Those policies
are subject to a payroll audit at the end of a policy period, so architects should
get returned premium when the payroll is overstated.
Some personal auto insurers are also returning premium payments back to
their insureds in recognition of the greatly reduced driving exposure during this
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crisis. However, these offers have not yet been forthcoming from commercial insurers writing auto liability insurance for business accounts – but it
would be worthwhile to question those premiums as well.
In regards to reducing onerous insurance requirements in contracts that
could save money for architects, in the public sector it’s very difficult to
change such requirements because of purchasing department rules.
Generally, such discussions of requirements must be done well ahead of
time before they are written into the specifications. Your broker and/or
insurer should be able to provide technical assistance in amending
insurance language in these agreements.

Architect’s Guide to
Business Continuity
Guidance for reducing firm disruption
Floods, cyber-attacks, pandemics, and unexpected staff
absences are just a few of the risks that can prevent
architecture firms from remaining open and profitable
during disaster and disruption.
Will you be able to provide clients with the assurance that
work on their project will continue despite a disruption?
From climate impacts and ransomware to staff absences
and the everyday challenges of fragile power grids and
internet services, the Architect’s Guide to Business
Continuity helps firms become more resilient. The guide
shares lessons learned from previously impacted firms,
builds on and adapts business continuity best practices
specifically for the building industry, and helps firms remain
open in the face of disruption.

Property and Business Interruption Coverage
It’s important not to misunderstand what your Business Owners policy
covers. Unless specifically stated otherwise, any “business interruption”
coverage applies only if there is a “covered loss” – which is property
damage to your own property. In order to collect business interruption, there
must be physical damage to your owned or leased property. The general
liability (GL) and the business interruption (BI) coverages are completely
separate. One coverage is related to property damage and related (BI) and
the other is third-party liability (GL). They may both be part of a business
owners package policy but one does not trigger the other. GL would respond
in a situation where a client might become infected after exposure to your
office or employees and would then sue your firm for bodily injury. Business
interruption would pay your firm for lost revenue due to covered physical
damage to your office – but it will not cover your firm for loss of business
due to the Covid-19 virus or any other pandemic.
There may be lawsuits for years over these type claims. Some state
Insurance Commissioners are attempting to force insurers to pay such BI
claims. Other states are trying to pass legislation also mandating coverage.
Another approach may be legislation that establishes a federal backstop for
such claims similar to the Terrorism Risk and Insurance Act (TRIA) that came
out of the 9/11 attacks. TRIA provides federal reinsurance for terrorism
losses so that the coverage can be made available to all insureds when
there would otherwise not be any insurance available. Flood insurance is
another example where the federal government has provided protection in
flood prone areas where insurers would not provide enough coverage for the
exposures presented.

Not only can Business Continuity Planning reduce post-event
hardships, it can also lead to insurance discounts, a positive
reputation for building performance, and even new business
opportunities; including post-disaster detailed assessments
and repairs, hazard mitigation retrofits, risk-informed site
evaluation, facility feasibility studies, and design for shelter
in place and/or rapid recovery to promote business continuity
goals.
Use this guide to:
n Understand the elements of a business continuity plan
and its value in reducing risk and protecting profits
Assess hazard and climate risks that can disrupt your
ability to conduct business

n

Apply a methodology for analyzing business impacts
triggered by various hazards

n

Identify actions that reduce vulnerability and minimize
disruption

n

Download the guide at http://content.aia.org/sites/default/
files/2020-03/Architects-Guide-to-Business-Continuity.pdf

Source:
https://www.theaiatrust.com/covid-19-what-about-my-insurance/
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VERSA-LAM® LVL 2.0 now leads
the industry in bending strength
for higher allowable loads and more design flexibility.
Sometimes, a larger MOE value doesn’t mean
greater bending strength.
BOISE CASCADE VERSA-LAM® LVL 2.0 3100 IS:
n

7% stronger than both 2.0E & 2.2E PSL

n

33% stronger than 1.55E LSL

n

ARE THE BEAMS YOU USE AS
STRONG AS VERSA-LAM® LVL?

ASK WHY.

BENDING STRENGTH (Fb)

Up to 19% stronger than some 2.0E
laminated veneer lumber beams

2000 2200 2400 2600 2800 3000 3200
VERSA-LAM® LVL 2.0 3100

It’s easy to think engineered wood beams with the
same MOE value are direct substitutes, but that’s a
risky assumption. Using a weaker beam than
VERSA-LAM® LVL 2.0 3100 may mean you need to
add another ply – subtracting profits.

PSL 2.2E 2900
PSL 2.0E 2900
LVL 2.0E 2600
LSL 1.55E 2325

LARGEST STOCKING DEALER OF BOISE CASCADE ENGINEERED WOOD PRODUCTS IN THE REGION.
EXCEPTIONAL DELIVERY | FIELD CONSULATIONS AVAILABLE
KUIKENBROTHERS.COM | (201) 652-1000

INTRODUCING THE NEW

WAUSAU TILE, INC.
BRANDS

TERRAZZO TILE

PLANTERS

PAVERS

BOLLARDS

PRECAST TERRAZZO

WASTE CONTAINERS

PRECAST CONCRETE

BENCHES

SLABS/COUNTERTOPS

TABLES

CONTACT US TODAY FOR PRODUCT INFORMATION
AND CONTINUING EDUCATION CREDIT OPPORTUNITIES!

CALL YOUR NJ REPS! 973-433-0560
Duke Grimes & Diana De Santis
dgrimes@wausautilenj.com | diana@wausautilenj.com
WAU S AU T I L E. CO M

| T E C T U R A D E S I G N S . CO M

|

WAU S AU MA D E. CO M
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Bringing Structural
Innovation &
Excellence to
your Building Projects
♦ Structural Analysis & Design
♦ Condition Assessment Reports
♦ Historical Preservation
♦ Renovations & Additions
♦ Peer Review
♦ Feasibility Studies
♦ Value Engineering
♦ Restoration of
♦ MEP Services
Existing Structures

PROFESSIONAL
ENGINEERS

Thank you to our
sponsors for their
continued support.

77 Park
Street, Montclair,
Park Avenue,
Montclair,NJ
NJ07042
07042
www.ksi-pe.com ●l P:
P: 973.577.7739
973.577.7739
www.ksi-pe.com

DRY ERASE PAINT
Printed rendition. Not actual product.

GREAT IDEAS CAN
SURFACE ANYWHERE.

Notable® is available in white, for the classic
whiteboard look, or clear, letting you transform
virtually any pre-existing base color.

For more information, contact your Benjamin Moore® representative:
Diana Rattazzi • 914.261.8603 • diana.rattazzi@benjaminmoore.com
benjaminmoore.com/notable
©2019 Benjamin Moore & Co. Benjamin Moore, Notable, and the triangle “M” symbol are registered trademarks licensed to Benjamin Moore & Co.

DOWNLOAD CAD FILES
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NOTE:
All Events and Dates
are subject to change.
Please confirm online.

Events

Life in coronavirus times.

Upcoming Events

Virtual Architecture

Leagueline
Member News & Events

Check – alnnj.org

T
S
O
P

ED
N
PO

The Glass House
Visit Philip Johnson’s Glass House
theglasshouse.org/explore/the-glass-house/

Check updates at aia-nj.org

T
S
O
P

ED
N
PO

THE SPACES
12 Frank Lloyd Wright buildings are now hosting virtual tours
https://thespaces.com/12-frank-lloyd-wright-buildings-are-now-hosting-virtual-tours/amp/?__twitter_impression=true

IGS Magazine has scoured the
internet far and wide to bring you
fascinating interviews with some
of the most famous and worldrenowned architects of our time.
igsmag.com/videos/
interviews-with-architects/

Annual Trade Show
Architects League and Newark & Suburban, look for
reschedule date in September. Check Date – alnnj.org

Virtual Skyline Challenge
Winner to be announced at alnnj.org
Architects League
Golf Outing at Crystal Springs
Monday, July 13thg

CA

CAN

E
L
E
NC

D
Back Again
in 2021

D
E
L
CE

AIA Conference on Architecture 2020
May 14-16, 2020 Los Angeles, CA conferenceonarchitecture.com
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Master Classes
FRANK GEHRY TEACHES DESIGN
AND ARCHITECTURE
At 19 years old, Frank Gehry was a truck driver
taking sculpture classes at night school. His vision
for what architecture could accomplish went on to
reshape our cities’ skylines and the imaginations
of artists and designers around the world. In his
online architecture class, this master builder invites you into his never-before-seen model archive
for a look into his creative process. $
www.masterclass.com/classes/frankgehry-teaches-design-and-architecture

Online videos to make good use of your time.
Virtual Museum Tours

Ten Architecture Documentaries
and Series on Netflix
Netflix isn’t just a great service for relaxing or procrastinating—it can also
be a great learning tool for architecture and urbanism. That is why we have
put together seven tips—including both series and documentaries—for
architecture-related viewing that, in addition to being entertaining, can help
broaden your knowledge.

Many museums have closed their doors but they are open for business
online. Here’s a list of museums that have put their collections online
for you to enjoy. artsandculture.google.com
1. British Museum in London
2. Guggenheim Museum, New York
3. National Gallery of Art, Washington D.C.
4. Musée d’Orsay, Paris
5. National Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art, Seoul
6. Pergamon Museum, Berlin
7. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam
8. Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam
9. J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles
10. Uffizi Gallery, Italy
11. Museu de Arte, São Paulo
Open House New York provides
12. The Louvre, Paris
broad audiences with unparalleled
13. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, NYC

Virtual Cities
Explore Six Cities with Extraordinary Architecture
artsandculture.google.com

access to the extraordinary
architecture of New York and to the
people who help design, build, and
preserve the city. Visit us.
ohny.org

www.archdaily.com/876708/6-must-see-architecture-documentaries-and-series-on-netflix
1. The Abstract: The Art of Design
2. The World’s most extraordinary Homes
3. Tiny House Nation
4. Grand Designs
5. Minimalism: A Documentary About the Important Things
6. Amazing Interiors
7. Secrets of Great British Castles
8. Stay Here
9. Big Dreams Small Places
10.The Great Interior Challenge

Archtober
Archtober selects is a monthly roundup of events hosted by Archtober
partners. Each month we highlight design activities you can enjoy from
your couch or home office! Check out our selection of virtual lectures,
online exhibitions, and family-friendly activities!
Find us on: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, archtober@
aiany.org.
Discover Architectural Projects and The
Manufacturers That Bring Them to Life.
Visit architizer.com You could spend
a lot of time on this site.
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Leagueline
The Architects League
of Northern New Jersey
P.O. Box 152
Paramus, NJ 07653-0152

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS & DESIGN OF
ALL SIZES & TYPES OF
STRUCTURES & MATERIALS

115 ROUTE 46, SUITE C23
MOUNTAIN LAKES, NJ 07046
973-771-6970
WWW.STRUCTURALWORKSHOP.COM
INFO@STRUCTURALWORKSHOP.COM

Expand your design horizons

FOUNDATIONS, RETAINING WALLS,
GEOSTRUCTURAL
PARKING GARAGE REHABILITATION &
DESIGN

FORENSIC INVESTIGATIONS, REPORTS,
REPAIRS & TESTIMONY
NJ, NY, CT, PA & 24 ADDITIONAL STATES

Learn more at CertainTeed.com/Ceilings

cert0282 - CTC - Leagueline2020-1-8PG-Ad-R2.indd 1
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74 East 30th Street, Paterson NJ, 07514
t 973.684.5945 s f 973.684.2775
info@acereprographics.com s www.acereprographics.com
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